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To all chon it may concern:
Be it known that we, D'ARCY PoRTER, and
GEORGE W. BAKER, of Cleveland, in the
county of Cuyahoga and State of Ohio, have
invented certain new and useful Improve.
ments in Sewing-Machines; and we do hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, such as
will enable others skilled in the art to which

the agency of the eccentric B, imparts an
oscillating movement to the arm D. This
swinging arm D, and its connection with the
crank or slotted disk C°, or its equivalent, im
parts a rotary motion to the feed-shaft G.
equal to that of the main shaft A, though in
an opposite direction thereto, while at the
same time, by its connection c, the arm C Cl
imparts an oscillating motion to the elbow or
it pertains to make and use it, reference being angle piece D D, which is rigidly pivoted at
had to the accompanying drawings, which its angle to the frame of the machine. The
form part of this specification :
opposite end of the elbow, being connected
Our invention relates to an improvement in with the shuttle-arm El, imparts a reciprocat
sewing-machines.
ing motion to the said shuttle-ar.n.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a front eleva- What we claim is
tion of our said improvement as adapted to 1. In combination with connecting-rod CC,
sewing-machines; Fig. 2, a side elevation of the elbow or angular lever DD' and the shut
the same.
w
tle-arm E, whereby a reciprocating motion is
Our invention consists in the following parts imparted to the said shuttle-arm, substantially
and combinations, as hereinafter specified and as shown.
claimed, wherein A is the main shaft of a 2. In combination with the main shaft A,
sewing-machine, upon which is usually placed feed-shaft G, and shuttle-arm E, the connect
the governing and belt wheel A. B is an ec- ing-bar C C and elbow or angular piece D D',
centric placed upon the main shaft. A for op-substantially as shown, whereby the rotary
erating the connecting-arm CC'; said connect- notion of the main shaft A imparts an equal
ing-arm is pivoted at 0 to the elbow or angle and opposite rotary motion to the feed-shaft
piece D D'. At or near the extremity of the G, and a reciprocating motion to the shuttle
portion C of the connecting-arm is provided arm E, substantially as and for the purpose
a lug, or its equivalent, c', which operates in shown.
and serves to revolve the slotted disk C° of In testimony whereof we have signed our
the feed-shaft G. The angle-piece D D is names to this specification in the presence of
pivoted to the frame of the machine at d: its two subscribing witnesses,
arm D is pivoted to the connecting-arm C Cl
D'ARCY PORTER.
atc, while its armD is suitably connected to the
GEORGE W. BAKER,
shuttle-arm Ein such a manner as to impart to Witnesses:
the said arm its reciprocating motion.
FRANCIS TOUMEY,
Operation: The connecting-arm CC, through
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